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SIGNIFICANCE OF GAMES 

The games people play form a fascinating study and invite conjecture. What 
functions do they serve? How do some games reach world-wide distribution? Are 
they devised independently by different peoples, or are they spread? And if so, how? 

Because the games a society plays are indicators of cultural attitudes, beliefs 
and customs, they often point out what is considered important in personal behavior 
(Brunvand 1968:228). How, for example, is a person in a given society supposed to 
react to stress, defeat, victory, bodily harm, deprivation, sharing? 

Games sharpen the wits, the senses, the reaction time — but in what form? 
Will this heightened awareness be manifested in games of physical stamina, of 
manual dexterity, of mental activity, or perhaps in some combination? 

This brief summary of games, toys, and pastimes of the Indians of Maine and 
the Canadian Maritimes was drawn from a variety of sources. It touches upon only 
those leisure activities that are best known and best documented. It does not attempt 
to draw conclusions as to the temperament and beliefs of the people who played them, 
but it does record European visitors' and ethnographers' observations and opinions. 
Perhaps it will inspire the reader to re-discover Indian recreations, and perhaps he will 
recognize origins of certain modern American amusements. 

IDENTIFICATION OF TRIBES 

In the 1600's when explorers like Champlain and Waymouth, writers like 
Lescarbot and Josselyn, and Jesuit priests like Father Masse and Father Biard made 
contact with the Indians of Maine and the Maritime Provinces, they encountered 
wandering Algonquian bands. Speaking varying tongues of the same basic language, 
these Indians belonged to culturally similar tribes: the Abnaki, the Penobscot, the 
Passamaquoddy, the Malecite, and the Micmac. Later, these tribes were to help form 
the loose Wabanaki Confederacy in order to withstand the determined encroachment 
of the Mohawk of the Iroquois, who were separated from them in New England by 
the Connecticut River (Holmes 1903:167-168). 

The Maine-Maritimes Indians (as we shall call them for the purpose of 
convenience) were semi-nomadic, hunting, fishing, and gathering people, establishing 
temporary family-oriented villages close to their hunting areas, but moving from them 
throughout the year on seasonal food-gathering expeditions. They were, for the most 
part, not agricultural and therefore not sedentary. They did not devote themselves to 
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organized war. The search for food took up most of their time. Living for the moment, 
making little serious preparation for the lean days, they worked only for present 
necessity. Father Pierre Biard in his 1616 Relation of New France and its Lands 
commented: 

As long as they have any thing, they are always celebrating feasts and having 
songs, dances, and speeches: if there is a crowd of them, you need not expect 
anything else. (Jesuit Relations 1897:V.III. 107). 

Biard's attitude toward the Micmac was critical and somewhat sour, perhaps 
excusably, since some of the bored Micmac interpreters whom he plied with questions 
as to the Indian words for concepts such as “Trinity” and “Incarnation” purposely led 
him astray by supplying obscene phrases which unsuspecting Biard used in his Indian 
catechism, producing upon his pupils, as Parkman remarks, “an effect the reverse of 
that intended” (Parkman 1897:301).   

Yet Thomas Morton, who sympathized with the Massachusetts Indians whom 
he knew, indeed participated in somewhat questionable “revelles” with them, made 
much the same comment in New England Canaan as did Biard: 

They exercise themselves in gaminge. and playing of jugling tricks, and all 
manner of Revelles. which they are delighted in. that it is admirable to behaould. 
what pastime they use. of severall kinds, every one striving to surpass the other, 
after this manner they spend their time . . . (Morton 1637:1-21). 

We should remember, however, that Morton probably encouraged such revels. 
He had established residence at Merry Mount (frowned upon by the Puritans and 
immortalized by Hawthorne in his short-story “The Maypole of Merrymount”) where 
orgies, as well as trade with Indians in exchange for guns and rum, occurred. 

GAME CHARACTERISTICS 

All early observers of the northeastern Indians noted the preoccupation with 
gambling which attended a good part of adult play. This bulletin will emphasize the 
Indians' inclination to risk and chance within the reference of their games. 

Dr. Steward Culin's comprehensive report to the Bureau of American 
Ethnology of the Smithsoniun Institution entitled “Games of the North American 
Indians” (1907) notes that among even the most widely separated tribes there were 
marked similarities in games: and that the variations were more in the materials 
employed, due to local resources, than in the object or in the method of play. He also 
noted that there occurs a “borrowing” of games between adjoining tribes accompanied 
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by subsequent adaptation (Culin 1907:31). 

Many authorities agree that sometimes an affinity exists between Indian games 
and Indian religious ceremonies, and that both go back into the mists of time to some 
wide-spread myth involving a culture-hero, the first man. These myths usually consist 
of a description of a series of contests in which the culture-hero overcomes a foe of 
the human race by cunning, skill, or magic. 

The culture-hero of the Indians of Maine and the Maritimes was Gluskap (also 
spelled Glooscap, Gloscap, Gluskabe, Kloskap, and Kuloscap). Gluskap was culled 
“the deceiver,” not because he injured man, but because he appeared in many 
disguises and cleverly led his enemies astray; and this quality supplies a strong 
emphasis in most Indian games. According to Rand, Gluskap was always sober, 
grave, and good; all that the Indians knew of what was wise and good he taught them 
(Rand 1894:xiv). 

The ball, as well as the culture-hero, was a symbolic tie between games and 
religious myth. To many Indians the ball was a sacred object symbolizing the sun or 
the moon and therefore not to be touched with the hands (Hodge 1907:484). The 
native game of racket (lacrosse) in which carrying-sticks were used to project the ball 
exemplifies this idea. 

The ceremonies from which the games developed often appear to have been 
devised to cure sickness, or to cause fertilization and reproduction of plants and 
animals (Hodge 1907:484). North American Indian games also seem to reflect the 
subsistence pattern of the people playing them. For example, many games of the 
Woodland and Plains Indians featured hunting and warfare; those of the Southwest, 
weather and corn; those of the Northwest, salmon and fishing (Baldwin 1969:15). 

The games played by the Maine-Maritimes people can be separated into two 
main classes, those of dexterity and those of chance. Games of dexterity included 
snow-snake, ring-and-pin. racket, football, baseball, tossed ball, ice-shinny, canoe-
tilting, “little sticks” (jackstraws), and stone-slinging. The most outstanding example 
of the games of chance is the dice-game or “waltes.” The game of “straws” involved 
both skill and chance. Pastimes or amusements included such activities as playing 
with tops, “little pines,” dolls, bull-roarers, buzzers, cat's cradle, hunt-the-button, 
bark-biting, story-telling, tag games like “old woman” and “ghost,” foot-racing, 
wrestling, toboggan-sliding, and that type of dancing which had no other purpose than 
pleasure. Speck, in his Penobscot Man (1940), adds blow-guns, target practice with 
bows and arrows, shooting marbles made of rolled gum, and games involving wrist 
strength, among others. 
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SNOW-SNAKE 

Snow-snake was a favorite winter pastime. Until about a hundred years ago it 
was played by both men and boys who carved a number of three- to six-foot sticks 
from rock maple, fashioned to resemble snakes and having tapering tails which ended 
in a notch for the thrower's finger. When a Penobscot man or boy wanted to play this 
game, he would take a number of his sticks and go through the village, calling 

 
“Su-ha!” for others to come and play with him. They would select a slope and make a 
track by dragging a log down its snowy incline. When they could not find a log, they 
would grab a small boy by the heels and drag him down the slope! Icing the track by 
throwing water on it came next. When it was frozen, the players in turn would scale 
one of their sticks down the chute. As the Penobscot hurled his stick, he would shout, 
“Su-ha! Su-ha!” As the Passamaquoddy hurled his, he would sing, “La-ha-wa, la-ha-
wa,” at the same time calling the stick by name. The distances were marked by 
standing the snakes upright in the snow where they stopped sliding. The winner took 
all the snakes, and there were many side bets. Among the Passamaquoddy, the sticks 
were shaped differently from each other and bore such names as “spoon,” “duck,” 
“wart,” and “snake.” Some of the varied Penobscot sticks were known as “old 
woman,” “cannibal giant,” and “rattler” (Culin 1907:406-407; Speck 1940:177-179). 
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RING-AND-PIN 

The ring-and-pin game had a very wide distribution over North America. The 
“ring'“ or target was attached to a thong by means of which it was swung in the air. 
the purpose being to catch it upon a pin or dart fastened to the other end of the thong. 
The Micmac, Passamaquoddy, and Penobscot used bundles of pine needles as a ring. 
Variations of this game are “t'wis,” played by the Passamaquoddy, in which 
moosehide was punctured with holes to catch the pin, and “ahdu'is.” played by the 
Penobscot, in which the ring was a moose-hair cone. “Ahdu'is” was a lovers' game. If 
a man's company was agreeable to a girl with whom he played, she continued to play; 
but if. on her first successful thrust, instead of continuing, she handed the “ahdu'is” to 
him, it meant that he was unacceptable (Culin 1907:541-542). Children played ring-
and-pin for fun, and men gambled when playing it. The resemblance between ring-
and-pin and the cup-and-ball game of both Europe and America is interesting. 

RACKET (LACROSSE) 

Racket (lacrosse) was popular among the northeastern tribes just as it was 
among nearly all the North American tribes excepting those of the Southwest. 
Flannery attributes the playing of racket by the Wabanaki Confederacy tribes to 
Iroquois influence, citing the similarity between the rackets of the Passamaquoddy 
and those of the Seneca and the Mohawk (Flannery 1939:89). 

The Penobscot and the Passamaquoddy used for this game a ball of buckskin 
filled with moosehair. The stick, made of flexible wood about three feet in length, was 
crooked to a circle at one end and was interwoven with strips of rawhide. As has been 
noted earlier, the ball was never touched with the hand while in play but was kept in 
motion with the stick, the object being to project the ball into the opponent's goal. The 
goal was sometimes a shallow saucer dug into the ground and sometimes horizontal 
goal sticks(Speck 1940:176). A goal was at each end of the playing field. Played 
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between teams of the different Confederacy tribes at their gatherings, it was highly 
competitive and very rough. Mrs. W. W. Brown contributed this account of the game 
as it was played by the Passamaquoddy: 

Their legends are more or less indebted to it (lacrosse). Tradition gives it a 
prominent place in their wonderful mythology. The Aurora Borealis is supposed 
to be Wa-ba-banai playing ball. Among the Wabanaki it was played by women as 
well as men. but, with few exceptions, never at the same time and place, as 
hunters and warriors played bull to gain muscular power, to stimulate their 
prowess, and to augment their fleetness of foot . . . regard for neither life nor limb 
was allowed to stand in the way of possible success. As they played with little or 
nothing on, few escaped unhurt, but these mishaps were taken as the fortunes of 
war, and no resentment was felt (Brown 1889:45). 

Among the North American tribes which had access to large, flat, open plains 
or fields, the numbers playing in the same game boggle the imagination. According to 
Catlin, the Choctaw used eight hundred to a thousand young men, “with five or six 
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times that number of spectators , , . surrounding the ground and looking on” (Catlin 
1841:123). Not a bad turn-out for even Yankee Stadium! In Maine and the Canadian 
Maritimes available fields would have been much smaller with consequently fewer 
players. 

 

FOOTBALL 

The Micmac, Abnaki, and Malecite all played a type of football which is akin 
to present-day soccer. The Micmac used goals of two sticks placed slantwise across 
each other like the poles of a wigwam. About twenty players, divided into two parties, 
faced each other at equal distances from the center of the field. The ball was then 
rolled in by the umpire, to be kicked between opposing goal posts. According to 
Stansbury Hagar, reporting in the American Ethnologist in 1895: 

In more recent times a player may catch his opponent by the neck and thus hold 
him hack until he can obtain the ball himself, but scalping was anciently 
employed us a means of disposing of an opponent (Hagar 1895:V.8,35). 

If true, this was really aggressive “blocking.” 

 

BASEBALL 

Although baseball as it is known today was not native, the game played in the 
first decade of the 1900's and discussed by Speck may have been an Indian game 
older than modern baseball. It required a field with four corner posts and a team of 
pitcher, batter, and catcher. When the batter hit the large, soft ball, he ran around 
outside the posts. If the pitcher stopped the ball short or caught it on the bounce four 
times, the man was out (Speck 1940:186). 

 

SHINNY 

Whether or not shinny, a related women's game in which the ball was struck 
with a club or bat and which was widely distributed throughout North America, was 
played by women of this area is debatable. It is not so recorded by Culin; but 
Flannery, in her Analysis of Coastal Algonquian Culture, suggests that shinny was 
once wide-spread over the New England area and that perhaps at a later time was 
largely blotted out by racket (Flannery 1939:89). A variation of it, ice-shinny, is 
claimed by Speck for Penobscot children of a later period. It was played with sticks 
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and a block of wood after the rivers had frozen (Speck 1940:181). Could this, 
perhaps, have been the forerunner of ice hockey? 

TOSSED BALL 

Tossed ball is one of the few exceptions to the Indian custom of avoiding 
touching the ball with the hands. Some American tribes played it as a team game 
using goals, somewhat like volleyball, but the Abnaki of Maine and Canada and the 
Montagnais of Labrador played it simply as a group game with the objective of never 
letting the ball touch the ground. Lafitau described the Quebec Abnaki as playing it in 
this manner: 

Their ball is nothing bill an inflated bladder, which must always be kepi up in 
the air and which in reality is upheld a long time by the multitude of hands 
tipping it back and forth without ceasing ... a very pretty sight (Lafitau 
1724:V.4,76). 

CANOE-TILTING 

The Penobscot called canoe-tilting “ta'-gwa.” Two canoes containing two men 
apiece would come together, with the men in the stern paddling. The how men, who 
were armed with long poles padded on the ends, attempted to push each other 
overboard (Speck 1940:182). Canoe-tilting has always been a favorite diversion of 
Maine lumberjacks, and sportsman's shows often feature this event. 

LITTLE STICKS (JACKSTRAWS) 

“Little sticks” among the later Penobscot was a game similar to the game of 
jack-straws. The sticks were made of cedar and bore different names such as “old 
lady,” “shovel,” and “canoe-pole.” They were the Indians' play-concept of a log-jam, 
for the players dropped them in a tangled heap in the center of a board as a beginning 
play. With a piece of bent basket-splint each player tried to pull sticks from the log-
jam without disturbing the others in the pile. Each stick had a different counting value 
(Speck 1940:180). 

STRAWS 

There may have been a relationship between the later game of “little sticks” 
and the early game of “straws,” so popular among the Indians of all the Algonquian, 

Iroquian, Kulnapan, Siouan, and Washoan tribes. In Father Rasles' Abnaki dictionary, 
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he gave the work “pissinneganash” as meaning the straws or dried rushes with which 
these Indians played the game (Rasles 1833:VI.472). The Jesuit fathers, Boucher and 
Charlevoix, watching the Montaignais playing it at Three Rivers in Quebec, found the 
game most difficult to figure out (Boucher 1664:ch. 10), Nicholas Perrot, voyageur 
and interpreter of the Algonquin for the fur companies, tried to describe the play in his 
Mémoire, but even his editor. Tailhan, confessed that the game of straws would 
forever remain for him an undecipherable enigma (Jesuit Relations 
1897:V.X,321,322). However, according to many sources, all variations of straws 
were games partly of chance, partly of skill, played with straws or dried rushes about 
ten inches in length. They were unequally divided into small bunches which 
concealed “lucky” straws and were passed rapidly to and fro in the hands of the 
players. The objective seems to have been to guess the number, odd or even, when the 
bundle was divided at random. The play was accompanied by feverish betting and 
lasted sometimes several days. Le Jeune, in his report to the Jesuit provincial at Paris 
upon the progress of the New France missions, used the following incident to 
illustrate the gambling at straws and its unfortunate effects upon the Huron Indians; 

On the fourteenth of April, the son of Chief Aenons. after having lost at the 
game of straws a Beaver robe and a collar of four hundred Porcelain beads, had 
such a fear of meeting his relatives that, not daring to enter the Cabin, he became 
desperate, and hanged himself to a tree. 

Le Jeune added, almost as an afterthought, “He had a very melancholy 
disposition” (Jesuit Relations 1897:V.X,81). 
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DICE-GAME (WALTES) 

In playing both straws and dice-game (“platter,” “dish,” “waltes”), players 
have been known to bet all their possessions, even their freedom for a period of time, 
becoming slaves to the winners. They often fasted and/or feasted for days before ah 
important dice game; they used charms; and the typical Indian stoicism deserted them 
during the intense excitement of dice-game play. They uttered cries, violently 
(humped the dice platter, and grimaced at each other in attempts to throw opponents 
off their play. William Wood, in his 1634 New England's Prospect, noted that one 
variation of dice-bowl was called (most aptly) “hubbub” (Culin 1907:73). Among the 
Jesuit priests there was universal disapproval of the gambling accompanying dice-
game and straws since it resulted in wasted time, consequent hunger, and suffering for 
many families. 

Dice-game variations existed among one hundred and thirty tribes belonging 
to thirty linguistic stocks. Basically, the game required discs, counters, and a wooden 
dish about a foot in diameter. The player raised the platter containing the discs (dice) 
and brought it down hard on the ground, sometimes on a blanket, causing the dice to 
turn in the dish. There were counting sticks which varied as to appearance and value. 
Father Rasles described his Norridgewock Mission Indians of the Abnaki as playing 
with eight discs of caribou bone, black on one side and white on the other (Culin 
1907:81.82). The Passamaqnoddy played it under the name of “alltestegenuk”; the 
Male-cite, as “altestagen” (Brown 1889:V.6, sec. 2, 41); the Penobscot, using cedar 
counters and moose-blade buttons, as “werlardaharmungun” (Culin 1907:84). A 
Passamaquoddy variation was “wypenogenuk” in which the discs were larger and 
were tossed onto the blanket by standing players (Culin 1907:83). Stansbury Hagar 
recounted how wedding ceremonies among the Micmac were celebrated for four 
days: on the first day they danced the serpent dance, on the second they played 
football, on the third they played lacrosse, and on the fourth, the dice-game 
(“weltestemkwen”) (Hagar 1895:V.8,31). 
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As late as 1911, waltes was still played among the Micmac. The Wallises, in 
their book The Micmac Indians of Eastern Canada, document some dice platters in 
Nova Scotia with a small hole in the center to cause the dice to turn well. They also 
shed light on some of the historic reasons for playing waltes: 

A man would play waltes to find out whether he would win in an approaching 
fight. The women played it when men were away at war ... if women were happy, 
(they believed) so would men he in good spirits and be able to overcome the 
enemy . . . (Wallis and Wallis 1955:195-200). 

 

STONE-SLINGING 

Slinging stones was both a hunting method and a pastime. Waterfowl could be 
knocked over with a stone attached to a rawhide line about three feet long. Yet just to 
see how far one can sling a stone is fun, too; and with a sling-stick one could in olden 
days even sling silver dollars, earned by spearing salmon for white men, across the 
Penobscot River! (Speck 1940: 170,180) 

The summers between 1905 and 1912 Speck practically lived with the 
Penobscot Indians. The details of a former culture which he gleaned from his 
“majestic forest patriarchs,” Speck's affectionate name for the old men of the tribe, 
have been an invaluable aid in the writing of this bulletin on Indian recreation. A 
particular contribution of these old Indians concerning slingstones is a matter of 
debate among anthropologists and archeologists. C, C. Willoughby had discovered 
many pear-shaped stones, usually referred to as “plummets,” in New England graves, 
often associated with red ochre. It has been a common assumption that they were used 
in fishing as lures for salmon or as net-sinkers. The Penobscot claim them as both 
lures and sling-stones (Speck 1940:47,86). 

 

LITTLE PINES 

“Little pines” was a women's game which seems to have derived from the 
women's Pine Dance. The dance was a contest of skill in which several women 
dressed in their best and danced individually, improvising steps as they went along. 
The derivative game, “little pines,” used white-pine needle-tips to simulate women. A 
cluster of white-pine needles contains five needle-tips. Placed tip-down on a flat 
board, they would resemble a woman's skirts. Several “little pines” were placed on a 
board which was shaken gently in the hand, allowing the little pine-women to move  
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around the board without falling over. The player sang to the doll-like figures as she 
jounced the board while onlookers called encouragement (Speck 1940:299,183). 

DANCING 

The Wallises list five reasons for dancing among the early Micmac: to 
entertain visitors, to express thanks to guests, to accompany feasts of any sort, to 
honor “the devil who guides to the deer,” and to prepare for war and victory (Wallis 
and Wallis 1955:191), Pleasure-dancing was accompanied by drums or by other 
musical instruments and sometimes also by the giving of presents, as was also done in 
ceremonial dancing (Hodge 1907:50,51). Father Biard told about a prearranged 
meeting with three hundred Malecite Indians under the sagamore Betsabes at Castine 
in November of 1611 and of the great joy these Indians showed at recognizing his 
party, joy shown “by their usual demonstrations, dancing, singing, and making 
speeches” (Jesuit Relations 1896:V. 11,47-49). Champlain frequently referred to the 
dancing of Indians at his approach (Champlain; ed. Bourne 1904:90.100,105,106, 1 
15, etc.). Le Jeune commented as follows on dancing done at Three Rivers on the 
occasion of a feast: 

One of them begins do dance) while the others sing: the song finished, he goes 
. . . and makes a present to the one whom he wishes to dunce alter him: the other 
does the same thing when he finishes the dance (Jesuit Relations 1897: 
V.VIII.29). 

SPEED AND STRENGTH PASTIMES 

Foot-racing and wrestling and the throwing of heavy stones were typical 
activities among the Eskimo and all the northern tribes. One of the hipbones of the 
porcupine formed the implement for a game of wrist strength. One end of the bone 
was wrapped to provide a grip. The Indian would hold it by this grip and attempt to 
break the bone (Speck 1940:186). 

CATS CRADLE 

Cat's cradle has been played all over the world for thousands of years. It is a 
game in which a string looped in a pattern like a cradle on the fingers of one person's 
hands is transferred to the hands of another so as to form a different figure. It is done 
in a series of steps which will result in a final representation of an object — in the 
case of the Indians, perhaps an animal, a tree, a canoe. The Zuni thought it originated 
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as the netted shield of the war gods, taught to the latter by their grandmother, the 
Spider. The Navaho referred to it as ''continuous weaving” (Baldwin 1969:127). The 
Indians of Maine and the Maritimes used rawhide thongs instead of string. Speck 
records only one form for the Penobscot, the one known as “crow's nest” (Speck 
1940:185). 

STORY-TELLING 

Story-telling was held in high regard by the Indians of the Northeast. It 
accomplished the twin aims of entertainment and education. Around the wigwam fire 
children listened to folk tales of magic and heroism. Since language was unwritten, 
story-telling was very important. The trickster-myths involving Gluskap and the 
talking animals were favorites. Mighty hunters and warriors were also glorified, and 
in this way the important mores of the tribes were kept alive. 

Men laughed and told stories to make hard physical work, like stretching 
skins, go easily. Humor and teasing, says Speck, are Wabanaki characteristics. 

The older Indians of the region as I knew them possessed a deep streak of 
humor and an attitude toward their surroundings which constantly turned up the 
funny side of almost everything. It ran from dry laconic sayings to ... (stories of) 
ribaldry and obscenity, not infrequently tempered with a kind of guilty shame 
which we expect to find in countrymen everywhere (Speck 1940: 310,311). 

BARK-BITING 

While listening to stories around the evening fire, the women and children 
often chewed on birch-bark. Bark-biting was both pastime and purposeful. Designs 
were made by biting a series of indentations into folded pieces of thin birch-bark. 
Although these furnished patterns for beadwork and quillwork, children also played 
with the patterns they made in the same way modern children play with paper they 
have folded and scissored into designs (Butler and Hadlock 1957:48). 

CHILDREN'S TOYS 

Many observers of the Wabanaki tribes have testified to the affection 
exhibited toward the children, not only by their parents but by older relatives and even 
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by unrelated adults. They have mentioned dolls and miniature tools, weapons, and 
baskets, made for the children by adults. Even the tiny babies were furnished 
diversion by their mothers. Cradleboards were bedecked with dangling toys — 
sometimes strings of animal teeth, a tiny canoe, a rabbit's foot — for the eyes to 
follow and the little hands to grasp at, foreshadowing the mobiles which hang above 
cribs today. 

Then why do we not see today many examples of early Indian toys? There 
may be several reasons. Hodge suggests that collectors may not have considered them 
important (Hodge 1907:797). Miles proposes that the tiny arrowpoints made in 
historic times for the children's small arrows may indicate that some collections 
already contain artifacts unrecognized as toys (Miles 1963:202). But should we not 
also consider as a factor the long period of conflict between east-coast colonists and 
Indians and between Indians themselves, and its resulting family-mobility?  All but 
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necessities must have had to be abandoned whenever a hasty removal occurred. 

For the past few decades American parents have been staunch advocates of the 
“educational toy.” One might think the concept had sprung full-blown in the minds of 
20th century pediatricians and educators. Not so; play used as a vehicle for parental 
teaching was accepted practice among the early Indians. Europeans who lived among 
them have recorded that much of the play of these children was imitative of adult 
behavior, just as with children everywhere. The little girls played house, had dolls of 
grass, or wood, or buckskin, or corn-cobs, and also miniature household implements; 
the little boys had small bows, slings, spears, and fishing equipment. In the 
Smithsonian Institution there are Chippewa Indian dolls made of cattails. Possibly 
they were also made for children of the northeast coastal area, for cattails are 
abundant there. The little girl learned to bead her doll's clothing, make dolls' mats, 
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construct tiny wigwams — as trained by her mother. The young boy was encouraged 
to provide food, such as birds and fish, with his small weapons — first shaped by his 
father and later by himself. 

Father Rasles observed the Norridgewock Mission children playing with tops, 
one of the most widely diffused of Indian playthings, and he included two words for 
the top in his Abnaki dictionary, one for when it was spun on the ice, and another for 
when it was spun on the ground (Culin 1907:735). The most usual form was the whip-
top, made of wood, horn, or stone, which was often spun on ice and kept in motion by 
whipping it with a small buckskin whip (Culin 1907:733). In later years Penobscot 
children would sometimes gather in a circle, spinning the top and asking it questions 
like “Who will marry first?” “Who will smut his clothes?” Like a ouija board, the top 
supplied the answer by spinning out and coming to rest near a certain child (Speck 
1940:184). 

The “bull roarer” and the “buzzer” were toys of a later period among the 
children of the Maine-Maritime tribes, borrowed from other tribal stocks. The “bull 
roarer” appears in many cultures around the world, used first ceremonially and later as 
a child's toy (Culin 1907:750). Speck described the Penobscot version as a flat, 
rectangular piece of cedar wood attached to a thong which, in turn, was attached to a 
stick. The child would grasp the stick and whirl it around his head, causing the cedar 
wood to make whizzing noises. The “buzzer” seems to have originated with the 
Eskimo. It was a small slab of pine wood with two round holes in the middle through 
which was passed a piece of stout sinew with knotted ends. By alternately pulling 
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and relaxing the ends of the string, the child could spin the board around and make it 
buzz (Speck 1940:184). 

With wonder one sees the old games survive through countless generations of 
children. Today the “buzzer” is a large, two-holed button threaded with a piece of 
grocery-store twine. And just as Indian children held strips of birch-bark between 
their lips and blew tunes through them, modern youngsters hum through tissue paper 
and a comb. 

 

CHILDREN'S GAMES 

“Old woman” was a type of tag played by Penobscot boys and girls in which 
the “old woman” chased and captured them. They also loved an exciting game in 
which a “protector” foiled a “monster.” There were many monster myths among the 
Maine-Maritime tribes, one of the most prevalent being the legend of Gluskap's 
breaking the back of the monster frog, Aglebe'mu, who had been denying water to the 
Indians (Speck 1940:216, 217; Leland and Prince 1902:140). 

Micmac children played another tag game involving a ghost, “gugwetc,” the 
literal meaning of which is “owl.” Owls were associated with Indian witchcraft and 
were a bad omen. The Wallises describe “gugwetc” as follows: 

They sit in a small circle in the sand, each with three lines in the sand in front 
of him. The lines represent brook, path, and soul. One of them, the gugwetc, 
sings a song in a monotone, consisting of the three words in the order given, and 
the song is repeated until the game is over. While he sings, he scratches out a line 
in front of each player as his hand goes around the circle; the one whose line is 
last to be rubbed out jumps up and runs away, the gugwetc attempting to hit 
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him with anything — a pebble or a club. If the gugwetc strikes him. he becomes 
gugwetc for the next game (Wallis and Wallis 1955:201). 

Penobscot boys blew chokecherries through blow-guns made of the hollow 
stems of the arch angelica bush, rolled marbles constructed of pitch from fir balsam 
down a sloping board, and slid downhill in the winter on toboggans, as did all Indian 
children of the Northeast (Speck 1940:182,183,185). 

GAMES AND A CHANGING CULTURE 

Earlier in this bulletin it was suggested that the games of a cult lire-group may 
reflect its physical stamina, its manual dexterity and its mental activity. After studying 
native American Indian games, Culin concluded, “Games of pure skill and 
calculation, such as chess, are entirely absent.” Did early Indian culture, then, not 
require abstract thinking? Hallowell maintains that it did not, that since the Indians' 
daily problems were of a purely practical nature, they did not need to develop those 
skills used in manipulating quantitative concepts and in thinking in abstract terms 
(Hallowell 1946:202). 

However, it is important to realize that a culture-group inevitably changes 
when touched by an alien culture, sometimes dramatically, sometimes in virtually 
invisible ways. The Indians of the Northeast certainly absorbed and adapted European 
games to the point that today it is difficult to determine which Indian games were 
strictly native. And as these early people imperceptibly took on European mores and 
attitudes, their ability to think in abstract terms developed. To cite an example: Mrs. 
W. W. Brown described a game called “ke-ke-na-g'n,” which bore a resemblance to 
European checkers, as being played in 1889 by the Passamaquoddy. It was more 
complicated than checkers, however; and she noted that while these Indians had 
become proficient at checkers, only a few could understand and play this game, since 
it required “deliberation and undivided attention” (Brown 1889:43). If we compare 
the reasoning and concentration needed for “ke-ke-na-g'n” with the manual swiftness 
and babble accompanying the early game of “hubbub” (straws), we can better 
understand how cultural adaptations may be reflected in recreational activities. 

CONCLUSION 

Perhaps the most lasting impression of Wabanaki recreations which will linger 
with the reader will not be the weighty considerations of culture -indicators, diffusion, 
absorption, and diversification. Perhaps, instead, a picture will emerge of a people 
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adapted to hunting, fishing and gathering, finding ingenious and fitting ways to amuse 
themselves in a forest wilderness. Frances Parkman, the great historian, called it a 
grim and dismal place, “a soil that had lain in shadow time out of mind” (Parkman 
1899:34). With summer lasting only a few brief weeks, with the ever-present threat of 
starvation, these families still spent many hours in play. And perhaps this fleeting 
impression of a people's natural and essential gaiety triumphing over a demanding 
environment is most significant of all. 
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